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Abstract
This paper introduces NEC’s drowsiness estimation technology based on facial video data. This system can operate on low-end IoT devices that use fewer computation resources. Drowsiness in humans is clearly expressed
via changes in facial expression — especially changes in eyelid movement — and can be determined with high
accuracy by capturing the closing duration of the eyelids and the increase in blinking rate. In order to capture
fast blinking, however, it is necessary to precisely extract the movement of the eyelids. This bears a heavy computation cost. NEC has developed a method to capture slowly fluctuating eyelids (eyelid variability) as a sign of
drowsiness, which makes it possible to accurately determine drowsiness even with eyelid movements extracted
with only one third the detail of conventional methods. Since this system can easily be installed and operated on
low-end devices, it should be applicable across a broad range of scenarios.
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1. Introduction

nology using facial video data that can even operate on
low-end IoT devices5). Based on a method of capturing the

Efforts to improve work productivity through work style

eyelid variability — a newly discovered sign of drowsiness

reform promoted by the Japanese government have in-

is discussed (Section 2). This technology has proven ef-

cluded visualizing the way people work. The visualization

fective in evaluations, accurately estimating drowsiness

makes it possible that areas needing improvement can

from facial video data with a frame rate that is a third (5

be identified and solutions developed. One warning sign

fps) of that used in conventional systems (Section 3). This

closely connected to a drop-off in productivity is a de-

system promises to provide an effective and affordable

creased arousal level — what is commonly called drows-

tool for estimating drowsiness in the workplace and any-

iness. Visualizing drowsiness is critical to ensuring that

where else where arousal level is important (Section 4).

workers are in the optimal state — both physically and
mentally — to maintain and improve productivity.
Developing technology to estimate drowsiness1)–5) has

2. Drowsiness Estimation Technology Using Facial Video Data

been of particular interest to the automotive industry as

Most of the research so far conducted into drowsiness

drowsiness is one of the leading causes of deadly acci-

estimation has centered around the automotive indus-

dents. It is possible to accurately estimate drowsiness

try. Examples of drowsiness estimation using various

by extracting detailed eyelid movements from facial vid-

methods are shown in Table.

eo data and analyzing the movement of the eyelids1)–4).

Asking subjects to assess their own drowsiness is

However, a lot of processing power is required to do this

problematic as it requires them to assess their drowsi-

since the facial video data has to be processed at a high

ness frequently, which is distracting and inconvenient.

frame rate — over 15 fps3) — and this is not something

Estimating drowsiness based on how the subject is op-

that can easily be done with low-end devices.

erating machinery such as a steering wheel or brakes,

At NEC, we have developed drowsiness estimation tech-

while quite effective, is not broadly applicable except in
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Table Estimation of drowsiness using various methods.
Category

Estimation
method

Accuracy

Convenience

Device cost

Í

Facial
video
data

(1)Extraction

of eyelid
movements

(2)Calculation of
Features on
drowsiness

(3)Drowsiness
estimation

Estimated
value

Demanding
Subjectivity

Self-assessment

due to need for

(Open)

information

Physiological
information

Machinery
operation, etc.

(Closed)

Low

(Open)

compatibility
Significant

Pulsation

Blinking
0

Time [second] 1 sec.

differences

User must wear

between

sensor

(Closed)

individuals

Physiological
information

60

Eyelids

Behavioral

Eyelids

frequent
assessment

233 ms.

Requires
Eyelid movement

high-speed
image data

Fig. 1 Flow of drowsiness-level estimation using facial
video data.

processing
Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

the eyelids are closed (eye closure duration)1) — and the
feature for blinking2)3) are often used. Eye closure duracars, trucks, and so on. Using the pulse rate as a sur-

tion is the most commonly used feature. However, on its

rogate for estimating drowsiness falls short due to wide

own, this cannot provide optimal estimation accuracy. To

differences between individuals and because it requires

achieve high-accuracy estimation, features such as the

the subject to wear a sensor. The only system that offers

blink occurrence frequency, blink movement velocity, and

both accuracy and convenience in a broadly applicable

distributed time intervals are often used. Nonetheless, as

solution is the method in which eyelid movement is esti-

is obvious from the movement of the eyelids shown in Fig.

mated and analyzed. Individual differences are relatively

1, the blink of an eye can occur as fast as several hundred

inconsequential and there is no need to wear a sensor

milliseconds. To capture this kind of rapid movement, the

so it is convenient, reliable, and can be used in a wide

facial image data must be processed at a high frame rate

range of scenarios, not just automobiles. Despite all the

of over 15 fps. This pushes up the cost of the equipment

positives, the system suffers from one major drawback;

required and reduces the applicability of the technology.

equipment cost is relatively high because high-speed
image data processing is required.

2.2 Eyelid variability

In Section 2.1, we describe the flow of facial-video-based drowsiness-level estimation, illustrating why

To achieve high-precision drowsiness-level estimation

high-speed image data processing is required. Then in

even with a low-end IoT device, we directed out atten-

Sec. 2.2, we’ll explain how our newly discovered meth-

tion to eyelid variability as a sign of drowsiness. Since

od of tracking eyelid variability — which are a sign of

the eyelids move slowly, the movement can be reliably

drowsiness — has made high-speed image data process-

captured from video even at a low frame rate, making

ing unnecessary.

high-speed image data processing unnecessary. Now,
let’s look at the two types of features for eyelid variabili-

2.1 Drowsiness-level estimation flow

ty that NEC has discovered.
The first one is time variability as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 shows the flow of estimating drowsiness from

This is a feature that expresses the difficulty of keeping

facial video data. The flow is as follows: (1) the posi-

the opening and closing of the eyelids constant when

tions of the eyes are estimated from facial image data

the subject becomes drowsy. The fluctuation in the con-

and time series information on how wide the eyelids are

ditions in which the eyelids are open (light gray line in

open is obtained; (2) the feature for drowsiness is cal-

Fig. 2) is set to be the feature for time variability. Fig.

culated according to the movement of the eyelids (time

2 clearly demonstrates that this kind of variability in-

series data); and (3) drowsiness is estimated with an

creases when the subject is feeling drowsy. Since this

estimation model created using machine learning.

time variability is a slow movement, the features can

The feature for drowsiness — that is, the time in which
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sufficiently be captured from facial video data at a slow
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of drowsiness were labeled based on Kitajima et al.’s

Awake

(Open)

Eyelids

paper4) ranging from level 1 (no signs of drowsiness at
all) to level 5 (appears very drowsy). The levels were de-

(Closed)

Time [second]

0

It becomes difficult to keep the eyelids motion-constant at wil

Drowsy

(Open)

60
Significant time variability

fined using the mean values of the 5-level labels judged
by our well-trained labelers. For the evaluation indices of
estimation precision of drowsiness, we used the correla-

Eyelids

tion coefficients (0.0–1.0) between estimated values and
the above drowsiness labels. In order to compare the
conventional technology with our newly developed tech-

(Closed)

nology, we used eyelid closure time, blink occurrence

Fig. 2 Example of eyelid movement (time variability).

frequencies, blink movement velocities, and distributed
time intervals as features for the conventional system,

Awake

Eyelids

(Open)

Left eyelid

Right eyelid

(Closed)

Time [second]

0

60

It becomes difficultto keep left and right eyelid movements synchronized at will.

Drowsy

(Open)

Left eyelid

while addedly using the two types of eyelid variability
described in Sec. 2.2 above for the new system. To compare estimation accuracy between the two systems, we
changed video frame rate from 30 fps to 3 fps.
Fig. 4 shows the evaluation result. We confirmed that
the new technology operating at a frame rate of 5 fps
could achieve estimation accuracy comparable to that

Eyelids

achieved when facial video data was processed at 15 fps
Right eyelid

with the conventional technology. The reason that high
accuracy can be maintained at such a low frame rate is

(Closed)

Time [second]
60
Significant left-right discrepancy

that the eyelid movement is so slow that it is still pos-

Fig. 3 Example of eyelid movement (difference between

technology is used, the volume of data and the amount

left and right).

of processing required for drowsiness-level estimation

0

sible to effectively capture the features. When the new

can be reduced by two thirds. This means that even lowend IoT devices can be used to achieve high-precision
drowsiness-level estimation (Fig. 5).

frame rate of about 5 fps.

feature that captures the difficulty of coordinating the
movements of the left and right eyelids when the subject
becomes drowsy. The difference between the left and
right eyelids (black line in Fig. 3) is set to be the feature here. Fig. 3 shows that the difference between the
left and right eyelids increases as the subject becomes
drowsier. Because eyelid variability also involves slow
motions in the case of left-right discrepancy, this value
can be derived from facial video data at a low frame rate

(High)

0.7

Drowsiness estimation
accuracy

The second feature is based on the difference between
the left and right eyelids as shown in Fig. 3. This is a

0.6

(Low)

just like for time variability.

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

New method

0.1

Conventional
method

0.0

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

Frame rate [fps]

3. Evaluating Our Drowsiness-level Estimation Technology

Fig. 4 Results of drowsiness-level estimation evaluation.

We conducted an evaluation of our drowsiness-level
estimation technology to assess the usefulness of the
features related to eyelid variability. Evaluation data was
drawn from video recordings of 29 people totaling 41
hours. Participants were fully informed of the nature and
purpose of the tests and consent was obtained. The res-

Conventional method
Required data for estimation

15 fps
x 60
second

New method

- Movement
measurement
- Feature calculation

Required data for estimation

5 fps

High-end PC

x 60
second

- Movement
measurement
- Feature calculation

Low-end IoT device

olution of the collected facial video data was set to 640

Fig. 5 Comparison of data and devices necessary for

x 480 pixels and the frame rate to 30 fps. The degrees

estimation.
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4. Practical Examples of Our Drowsiness-level estimation System

were able to estimate drowsiness by processing facial

We developed a trial system that would estimate

smartphone’s built-in camera. We used a relatively in-

drowsiness in real time using the newly developed eyelid

expensive smartphone priced at about 20,000 Japanese

variability feature. Below we describe a couple of exam-

yen (as of November 2018). Processing drowsiness-level

ples of this system in action.

estimation with such a smartphone alone can contribute

image data (640 x 480 pixels, 5 fps) input from the

to the reduction of equipment cost.
4.1 Compact PC
5. Conclusion

Fig. 6 shows an example of how the system performs
when run on a compact PC. We used a very compact PC

In this paper, we have demonstrated how our new

with dimensions of about 115 x 110 x 35 mm. Four USB

drowsiness-level estimation technology can be used on

cameras were connected to the PC’s four USB ports.

low-end IoT devices. Offering low overhead and high

Facial video data (640 x 480 pixels, 5 fps) for four peo-

accuracy, this system works by tracking the slow eye-

ple was input from the cameras and processed simul-

lid variability that occurs when a person is drowsy and

taneously. We were able to successfully estimate each

struggling to keep their eyes open. Unlike other symp-

person’s level of drowsiness. The ability to process the

toms of drowsiness such as blinking, eyelid variability

data for four people and accurately assess their levels

can be monitored accurately at a much slower frame

of drowsiness with a single compact PC means that the

rate of 5 fps (one third the rate of conventional sys-

cost of drowsiness-level estimation systems can be sig-

tems). With less video data to process, estimation can

nificantly reduced.

be performed accurately and efficiently using low-cost,
easily available devices such as smartphones and compact PCs. The system also avoids the drawbacks of other

4.2 Smartphone

systems such as intrusiveness and inconvenience. We
Fig. 7 shows an example using a smartphone. We

believe our system offers businesses an ideal solution to
support workplace productivity by ensuring that workers
are functioning at peak levels, both mentally and physi-

USB Camera

cally. Under the partnership in various fields, we plan to
continue our efforts to streamline this technology and
make even more affordable and reliable.
* Intel Core is a trademark of Intel Corporation and/or its affili-

Compact
PC

ates in the U.S. and other countries.
* Snapdragon is a registered trademark of Qualcomm, Inc.
* All other company names and product names that appear in
this paper are trademarks or registered trademarks of their
respective companies.

CPU: Intel Core i3-7100U 2.4GHz
RAM: 8GB

Fig. 6 Compact PC.
App. screen
Display of
estimation
results

Smartphone
CPU: Qualcomm Snapdragon 430 1.4GHz
RAM: 3GB

Fig. 7 Low-cost smartphone.
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